Neurokinin A in cerebral vessels: characterization, localization and effects in vitro.
Nerve fibres displaying neurokinin A (NKA)-immunoreactivity (IR) were seen in trigeminal nerve cell bodies and around cerebral blood vessels. NKA-positive fibres had the same general distribution as those displaying substance P (SP)-IR. Double or sequential immunostaining revealed coexistence of NKA- and SP-IR in a population of small nerve cell bodies in the trigeminal ganglion and in perivascular nerve fibres of brain vessels; both tachykinins were also noted to coexist with calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)-IR. The presence of NKA- and SP-IR in cerebral vessels from guinea pig was verified by high-performance liquid chromatography and radioimmunochemistry. The levels NKA-IR were higher than those of SP-IR in cerebral vessels of rat, guinea pig and rabbit. In cat, pig, cow and human brain vessels, the levels of NKA- and SP-IR were equal. Major cerebral vessels at the base of the brain contained higher levels of NKA- and SP-IR than pial vessels on the cerebral convexities. Only low levels of NKA-IR and SP-IR were measured in choroid plexus and dura mater. Precontracted isolated arterial segments of middle cerebral (cat), basilar (rabbit, guinea pig and rat) and pial arteries (man) relaxed following the in vitro administration of NKA and SP. The responses occurred in the same concentration range; the IC50 value for NKA was, however, about 10 times higher than that for SP, while the maximum relaxation was equal. In basilar arteries from guinea pig, the peptides NKA, SP and CGRP all induced strong and potent relaxations. There was no evidence that one of the peptides might potentiate the relaxant effects in vitro of another. The present data suggest that NKA, SP and CGRP are costored and can be released together and cooperate in the mediation of vascular reactions in response to activation of the trigemino-cerebrovascular pathway.